
Walking and Cycling in Duffield

Vision Document - May 2022

The walking and cycling discussion document was open for comment 
during February to April 2022. The comments received have been 
incorporated within this Vision document, mainly on pages 8 to 13, but 
also in boxes added to other slides using this font. 
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Background

In 2021 Duffield Parish Council drafted an Action Plan for the years up to 2025. 273 residents 
responded and the plan was published in final form in 2021. The process showed strong support for 
walking and less, but still considerable support for cycling. The survey also identified two wider 
problems that could be reduced if there was an increase in walking and cycling.

● A shortage of parking near the village centre
● Congestion and heavy traffic near the schools at the start and end of the day

This document follows up on the Action Plan by  providing some ideas that could make walking and 
cycling in the village more popular. Responsibility in this area generally rests with Derbyshire County 
Council, so there are no guarantees that any of this will be done. Nevertheless there is some merit in 
the village debating the issues and developing ideas for the future, because the chance of action will be 
improved if we can agree what we want. 

‘Walking and cycling’ should take a account of the needs of those who find walking difficult, wheelchair 
users, and parents with pushchairs. All should be able to get around safely without using a car.
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Question 5 asked the open question ‘Is 
there anything that could be done locally to 
make life more enjoyable for you. 168 
people provided written responses. They 
were tagged according to their  topics.

The most mentioned area was  walking, 
and how to make it easier, safer, cleaner 
and more pleasant. Traffic speed was 
normally mentioned in this context.

*Most comments about dogs related to dog 
mess, calling for more bins or greater 
discipline from owners in picking it up.

Topics considered important by Villagers
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Objectives of this Document

To propose ideas that could reduce the real and perceived risks of walking and cycling, and to make 

them more pleasant, so that residents walk and cycle more often. This will:

○ Ease parking problems

○ Reduce traffic congestion

○ Support local businesses by making shopping easier

○ Cut unhealthy local pollution from cars

○ Reduce greenhouse gas emissions

○ Make Duffield quieter

○ Allow children greater independence to go to school or to see their friends

○ Improve the quality of life in the village
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The potential for Walking and Cycling in Duffield

There are many attractive walking and cycling routes 
in Duffield. Most Duffield residents could easily cycle 
into the village centre and be shopping within 5 
minutes of leaving home - quicker than by car. Many 
could walk to the village centre in under 10 minutes.

Most residential streets are pleasant and relatively 
safe, with broad pavements, and most cars parked 
off road. There are useful short footpaths. The 
village is flat south of the Ecclesbourne, so is easy 
for cyclists.

The Derwent Valley is flat and beautiful, and 
residents could, given a safe route, walk or cycle to 
Little Eaton, Milford, Belper and Derby.

All of this is less than 5 minutes from the 
Coop by bike
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General Issues that need to be addressed

Walking is sometimes perceived to be unattractive because of:

1. Narrow pavements close to moving vehicles
2. Problems crossing roads
3. Muddy pavements and footpaths
4. Poor lighting
5. Cyclists or electric scooters on pavements and footpaths

Cycling on roads is often perceived to be unpleasant or dangerous. Typical fears are:
 
1. A driver may not see a cyclist at intersections or when overtaking a cyclist
2. A driver may overtake too close to a cyclist, causing the cyclist to wobble towards the vehicle

These fears are real - cyclists have been badly injured near Duffield. 
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Issues to Address in Finding a Way Ahead 

Duffield is not alone in seeking to encourage walking and cycling. The following approaches have 
been used elsewhere in the UK and across the world: 

1. Establishing traffic free routes where possible
2. Slowing traffic 
3. Improving key junctions
4. Establishing rules for routes that are shared by walkers and cyclists
5. Discussion so that car users, walkers and cyclists understand their respective viewpoints
6. Training inexperienced cyclists

Ultimate responsibility for action in many of these areas rests with Derbyshire County Council. The 
next section of this document looks at some key routes around the village.
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Responses to Discussion Document (1)

Many responses to the survey were strongly supportive of the general objective. Some wanted 
more rapid or drastic action, perhaps involving expensive changes to infrastructure as in some 
other countries. Infrastructure changes bring challenges, for example 
1. one way systems bring smoother traffic flow but sometimes create a raceway and increase 

vehicle speeds, and some residents find that their journeys became longer. 
2. Dedicated cycle lanes and paths involve compromises because there is limited space in the 

village for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians. 
3. Speed bumps slow traffic but annoy drivers. 
4. Closing village centre parking to encourage walking might close our shops because they 

would lose business.

Infrastructure changes are costly, and at the moment money seems to be flowing towards trunk 
roads and motorways. The purpose of this vision is to focus attention on what we would like, so 
that when money flows again towards local needs we are ready with ideas.
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Responses to Discussion Document (2)

Ideas that did not have wide support - one or two people - but need consideration:

● Lining on Donald Hawley Way to separate cars and pedestrians.
● Partial removal of Speed bumps on Donald Hawley Way to ease wheelchair access.
● Reduce/stop cycling, because some cyclists are aggressive and a nuisance to other road users, 

pedestrians, and themselves.
● More parking is needed, not more cycling
● Metal barriers to protect the A6 pavement between Castle Hill and Avenue Road
● Double yellow lines near the William Gilbert School to stop parking
● Permission to cycle from Eaton Court to the A6
● A designated area away from Ecclesbourne school for dropping off and collecting school students
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Responses to Discussion Document (3)

The following Specific issues raised that are outside Parish Council control will be communicated to 
Derbyshire County Council were

● Parked cars picking up children from schools, on Hall Farm Road, Wirksworth Road, Park Road 
near Willy Gilly, near Meadows

● Dog poo on footpaths, especially narrow jitties
● Pavement parking making it hard to walk.
● Parking on cycleways near Duffield, lack of policing
● Fast moving cars on King Street, Tamworth Street, etc..
● The need to challenge DCC re their criteria for 20 mph limits
● Poor street lights that don’t light the pavements

More controversial ideas, that need to be subject to more discussion, include:
● A one way system on Wirksworth Road and/or King Street, to permit wider pavements
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Responses to Discussion Document (4)

Specific issues  included:
● The need for more cycle parking in the village. At present there are 2 U racks on Town Street 

- the most used being outside the Coop, though even that rarely has 2 bikes. More could be 
fitted, subject to space constraints on pavements. Ideas included the Tap, the Churches, 
station etc. This will be considered by the Parish Council.

● The opportunity for a cycleway along the A6 to Allestree. There is space for some (but not 
all) of the way for both a cycle path and a footpath. Some suggested a 30mph limit as far as 
the fire station. These are Derbyshire County Council matters. A problem is that this might 
be seen as a substitute for the better option of the Derwent Valley Cycleway.

● The Derwent Valley Cycleway (DVCW) was very popular. Some complained that it never 
seems to come nearer. The Parish Council has expressed its support for the DVCW, but the 
decision rests with higher authorities.

● Concerns were expressed about the link from the DVCW to the village and the desirability of 
access from the DVCW to the station
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Responses to Discussion Document (5)

Specific issues  included:
● The need for a traffic free zone outside schools - sometimes called a school street at the start 

and end of the school day. This has been pursued in recent years for Vicarage Lane at the 
William Gilbert School, which is seen as the highest priority, but in all traffic matters the decision 
rests with Derbyshire County Council and they have not yet agreed to this change.

● Corner radius sharpening on other corners in Duffield, not just Wirksworth Road - e.g. Avenue 
Road. Again this is a DCC matter and they have said that they can’t act unless there are safety 
problems and accidents.

● The need for more parking in the village. The Parish Council has explored, and will continue to 
explore options but there is limited space for new off-road parking and Derbyshire County 
Council have the final word on all options for street parking, such as time limited parking.

● The need to improve the footpath in front of Ecclesbourne School which is often muddy. This is 
not easy to fix because the mud has multiple causes. Improvements are being pursued, but 
permission is needed from Derbyshire County Council.
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Quotes in Support of the Discussion Document

Most to the discussion document were positive. This section has a few illustrative quotes:

“King Street down from the Church is so narrow and cars often speed down the hill, when I'm walking with my children. It’s stressful 
seeing cars often zooming past them, that if god-forbid one of my children lost their footing and slipped on the kerb, the cars wouldn't 
be able to stop at the speeds they drive! The Tamworth St. turning off the A6 is also stressful, cars speed off the A6 and left turn into 
the Street……Too often cars have braked when we've been crossing due to their speed. It is scary.” 

“Lots of really good ideas, all of which are worth serious thought. I particularly like the Derwent Valley Cycleway, as a safe and 
pollution-free route from Darley Abbey through to Belper would be wonderful for anyone not using a car.”

“whilst it is true that most residential streets have broad pavements and most cars are parked off road there is a sizeable minority of 
drivers who drive and park their vehicles on the pavement with little regard for pedestrians.”

“I would like to cycle more especially for local trips and errands. Unfortunately the A6 is not very safe for cycling.”

“I think everything should be done to promote cycling and walking through the village. I am also in support of reducing the speed limit 
off our main routes to 20mph.”
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Traffic Free Route - Meadows Footpath/ Snake Lane

The Meadows footpath (shown in red) is the 
only safe off-road route connecting the north 
to the south of Duffield. It is used by many 
pedestrians. In some sections the paved 
surface is narrow, and people are forced to 
use the verges, treading mud onto the path.  

The narrow path could be widened 
considerably to allow safe use by both 
pedestrians and (slow) cyclists. Signing 
would be needed to promote safe shared 
use, with pedestrians having priority. If 
cyclists dismount for the whole distance it will 
add around 90 seconds to their journey time. 
Links from the path are shown in green - 
those to Meadow Vale and Ecclesbourne 
Meadows could be upgraded for slow cycling

Comments - This idea was 
widely supported in the 
consultation. Given 
approvals from the 
landowners we hope to 
carry through a staged 
improvement programme 
over the next few years   
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Traffic Free Route - Town Street to Eyes Meadow

This footpath connects the Village to 
Eyes Meadow which is popular for 
sports. This footpath will probably be 
the village connection into the planned 
Derwent Valley Cycleway (shown in 
green - see separate sheet)

The main discouragement for users is 
the junction with the A6 - see separate 
sheet for Wirksworth Road junction. 

This route is already partly open for 
vehicles. Cyclists could safely use most 
of it at slow speed. If cyclists dismount  
it will add around 100 seconds to their 
journey. Signing is needed to allow safe 
shared use. 15



Traffic Free Route - Derwent Valley Cycleway

The Derwent Valley Cycleway 
(shown in green) is a planned 
multi-user route to connect Duffield 
to Belper and to Derby.

This route has strong support from 
across the village (see next slide). It will 
allow pleasant walks, and disabled 
access to the countryside, and safe 
cycling along the valley. It will use the 
existing Donald Hawley Way, and cross 
the Derwent near the pipe bridge. 
However access to Duffield will be an 
issue, for example if Ecclesbourne 
pupils use it they will face a difficult 
crossing of the A6 (see separate sheet).
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Survey Results - Derwent Valley Cycleway
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20 mph Zones

20 mph

Over 80% of those who responded to the Village 
Plan want to see 20 mph limits on some or all 
streets in the village. (see next slide)

One option is that the whole village, except for 
the A6 and B5023, might be limited to 20 mph. 
This would be a 20mph zone.  

It would be easy to understand, and cheap to 
implement if there were no speed humps. It 
would give greater security to walkers and 
cyclists. It would be easier to cross the road. It 
would reduce the number of occasions when 
cyclists are overtaken by vehicles.

The impact on driving times for journeys in the 
village would be at most 60 seconds, and 
generally far less.
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Results - 20mph Speed Limits

Over 80% wanted 20mph limits 
on some residential streets
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Derbyshire County Council and 20 mph Limits

There are many streets in Duffield where 20 mph limits could be useful in encouraging cycling and for 
example in giving parents confidence to let their children walk to school.

20 mph limits are being widely adopted around the UK and the world. but it is difficult to install them in 
Derbyshire. Derbyshire County Council's policies are explained in their Speed Management Plan dated 
16/11//2017, and the criteria for a 20 mph limit include:

1. Not available for arterial or strategic routes
2. 6 personal injury collisions over 1 km (pro rata) in the latest 3 years
3. Recorded mean speed and 85th percentile should be approximately 20 mph.

Residential streets will almost always be excluded under #2 because they don't get enough traffic to 
generate sufficient accidents. The A6 would qualify under #2 but is excluded under #1. #3 stops limits 
being installed to slow down fast traffic. DCC do not want the police to have to check 20 mph limits.

Some responses to the consultation pointed to the need to challenge this DCC policy. Most responses 
that mentioned 20 mph limits were in favour, though one felt that the main need was to enforce 30 mph. 20
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Key Route - King Street/Hazelwood Road

Hazelwood Road has narrow 
pavements and many parked cars. It 
is sometimes hard to cross the road 
safely, especially for unaccompanied 
children who may not be seen behind 
cars. It is hard for cyclists who need 
to wait their turn to go past parked 
cars. Car doors can open suddenly. 
The road is very busy at the start and 
end of the William Gilbert school day.

A 20 mph limit would reduce hazards 
to children and cyclists, and would not 
in practice add significantly to the 
journey times of cars. 21



Key On-Road Cycling Route - Wirksworth Road

A 20 mph limit would be useful in reducing 
hazards to pedestrians, and in cutting the 
need for cars to overtake cyclists.

Wirksworth Road is a key route 
connecting many of Duffield’s homes to 
the village centre. It is often crowded 
with children. There are often many 
parked cars. The remaining road space 
past the parked cars is not wide enough 
to allow a car to pass a cyclist safely. 
There is a 20mph limit over a limited 
section of road at school times
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Improvement Needed - Wirksworth Road/A6 Junction

Link to Eyes 
Meadow and 
Derwent Valley 
Cycleway

This corner has about 15m radius and could be sharpened to 
slow down traffic turning from the A6 so that pedestrians can 
cross Wirksworth Road more safely.

In the three years to 2020 there have 
been 7 injury accidents within 200m of 
this junction (source Crashmap). 

Walkers, cyclists and 
users of Appletree 
Medical Practice need 
to cross the A6 or 
walk along the narrow 
pavement to the 
crossing along Town 
Street. An extra 
crossing would be 
useful here

This pavement is 
very narrow. 
Derbyshire County 
Council have said 
that it cannot be 
widened unless it is 
made one way. A 20 
mph limit would 
protect pedestrians 
who must often walk 
in the road.

Comments - The ideas on 
this page were supported, 
especially sharpening the 
corner and another A6 
crossing
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A Road for Cyclists to Avoid - Town Street (A6)

Town Street is the only route, 
apart from the Meadows footpath, 
connecting the north to the south 
of Duffield. It is also the route to 
the station.

Town Street has a 30 mph limit, and 
is an important through route along 
the Derwent Valley. There are many 
hazards, including intersections, bus 
stops, HGVs and parked cars. It is 
busy all day. This road is unsuitable 
for family cycling, though it is used by 
faster experienced cyclists. It is 
advisable to push bikes through the 
village centre

Comments - Some cyclists objected 
to this page, on the grounds that 
cyclists should be able to use all 
roads, even the A6
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Cycle Training

Derbyshire County Council run a cycle training scheme called County Rider. It is 
accessible here. They also provide Smart Rider training for year 6 children, though this is 
best done in areas where safe cycling is possible for such children. The hope of this 
document is that safe cycling is possible in the future in Duffield.

Many people have bikes but are reluctant to use them on roads, with good reason. Cyclists 
need to be constantly aware of danger and prepared to get off and walk if the road situation 
looks too threatening. They need to be able to pick the safest routes around the village. 
The necessary skills and confidence take time to acquire, and training can be very helpful. 

Comments - A few people objected to this page on the grounds that motorists also needed 
training. 
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What changes are needed to allow safe cycling to School? 

It is obvious that many parents drive their children to school, resulting in pollution and danger 
outside schools. If more parents felt confident to allow their children to walk or cycle to school the 
whole village would benefit.

Children sometimes do unpredictable things, so walking or cycling is much safer for children where 
there is a route comprising:

1. Traffic-free multi-user paths
2. Roads that are limited to 20 mph. 
3. Safe places to cross any busy roads
4. A safe place to arrive at school, free of cars and other hazards.

The following slide shows how this might be achieved
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Getting to School if this Strategy is implemented

The William Gilbert School is 
less well matched to cycling. 
The aim should be to 
encourage walking. A safer 
road arrangement outside the 
school would be important.

Ecclesbourne School could 
encourage walking and 
cycling from the north of the 
village (round Meadows 
path), from the south of the 
village and from Little Eaton 
and Allestree via the Derwent 
Valley Cycleway

The Meadows 
School could be 
reached using the 
Meadows path. 
The routes from 
the southern part 
of the village are 
also potentially 
safe, provided that 
cars are slowed, 
and that the cars 
at the start and 
end of the day are 
not a threat to 
safety.   
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What comes next?

Firstly a big thank you to all who commented on the Discussion document. Your comments will be 
taken seriously.

Where Duffield Parish Council has the power to take action, we will consider all proposals.

Road safety and footpaths are areas where responsibility lies with Derbyshire County Council, so 
the best that the Parish Council can do is to provide them with your ideas in a coherent form and 
your comments have been incorporated in this document to help us to do that.

Action may take time - years in some cases. Money is often in short supply, and Derbyshire 
County Council has many calls on its resources. Changes are often difficult compromises 
between several stakeholders, and take time to define and agree, so please be patient.
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